
An agentless solution to manage 
your home network.



with HiveFlow.
Take control of your
home network

Manage and protect 
your smart home
Connected IoT devices are becoming 
increasingly widespread in our 
homes. Yet smart TVs, cameras, 
switches, smart light bulbs, if not 
properly protected can be a 
vulnerability. All these devices can 
become points of access for attackers 
to breach privacy, steal data and 
identities. HiveFlow is an agentless
solution that allows you to monitor 
and protect all your home devices, 
keeping you updated on what's 
happening within your network.

Achieve digital balance
in the family
Children spend far too much time online, nowadays. 
Keeping an eye on children and teenagers' online 
experiences is a full-time task. Parents often lack 
visibility into their kids' content and can't manage 
the amount of time their kids spend with their devices.
How to cope? With HiveFlow you have an agentless 
solution that allows you to set usage rules, create 
healthy digital habits for the entire family and protect 
your children from inappropriate content and 
malware.



Manage and protect 
every device on your 
home network

HiveFlow.

BE PROTECTED
Protect all your devices (human 
and IoT) connected to your home 
network against cyber threats: 
device vulnerabilities, man-in-the-
middle, phishing, malware, 
malicious apps and websites.

BE AWARE 
Visualize every device connected to 
your home network to manage and 
protect them. With HiveFlow you 
can do it easily and completely
autonomously thanks to a detailed 
inventory of devices and an 
advanced reporting system. 

HAVE CONTROL 
HiveFlow is the agentless solution to 
supervise your children's online 
activity. Thanks to its application 
control and web filtering features, 
control of your home network will 
always be in your hands.



With HiveFlow, you decide which application categories are 
accessible to your children. Do you want them to stay focused 
while doing homework? Block social media or games and let 
them focus on the things that matter to them.

Parental 
Control 
Make your home network a
safe place

The internet can be a dangerous place, littered with 
inappropriate and unsafe content. With web filtering, you can 
block access to specific categories of web content such as 
adult content at your discretion.

App control

Web content filtering

HiveFlow.



Thanks to the user time management features, you can 
manage your children's online experience, defining the times 
for using apps and web browsing.

Hiveflow.

Digital wellness: decide how many hours your child can 
devote to the different apps per day. 

Off time mode: makes it easy to schedule specific no 
internet times.

Pause mode: blocks the internet access of individual 
devices with a simple touch.

Sweet dreams: limits access to devices during 
nighttime hours.

Parental 
Control 
Controlling your children has 
never been easier

HiveFlow.



Family Locator
Be updated in real time 
with your kids

With HiveFlow's Family Locator, you can quickly 
know where your children are in real time. 

Create virtual geo-fences around the places you 
would like to be notified about when they enter 
or leave. 

Instantly check where all your family members 
are at the moment with pointers on the virtual 
map at a glance.

Get a detailed location history of all the places 
your kids’ visit. Check the location of their phone 
and find out the date and time each place was 
visited.

HiveFlow.



Smart priority  
We meet your digital needs

Get the most out of your home connection. Choose 
which services you want to prioritize, or let HiveFlow 
optimize your Wi-Fi network speed for you based on 
your family habits.

HiveFlow.



The agentless solution
defending against cyber threats

HiveFlow.

Secure your 
devices

• Protect human devices at home network level. Stop unwanted 
attempts to access your network that target vulnerabilities and 
configuration gaps. 

• A new leading-edge protection service against known and 
zero-day threats and the targeted attacks. 

• Protect against malicious sources associated with web attacks, 
phishing activity, web scanning, scraping and more.



Protect your smart 
home devices
Protecting your devices may be more 
important than you think 

The IoT devices that fill our homes are constantly 
increasing: smart televisions, smart refrigerators, 
smart heating systems are connected to the home 
network yet they are exposed to the same attacks 
that compromise human devices. With HiveFlow, 
you protect every device in your smart home 
keeping your home network safe from threats.

HiveFlow.



Protect your privacy and improve 
your browsing performance

HiveFlow.

Block web ads 
and trackers

Many sites include trackers that collect your information as you browse 
and advertising content that makes browsing annoying. HiveFlow 
blocks the tracking of your browsing data and invasive advertising, 
protecting your privacy and increasing your browsing speed.

Block annoying pop-ups, banners and video ads

Block third-party trackers and protect your privacy

Browse in complete safety by blocking malicious ads with 
malware, scams and cryptocurrency miners

Improve webpage loading times and enjoy faster Internet 
browsing



Devices
Visibility 
You cannot protect 
what you cannot see 

HiveFlow automatically identifies new 
human and IoT devices connected to the 
home network, recognizing the type of 
device and recommending which profile to 
associate it with.
Thanks to our solution, you can manage every 
type of device and obtain a detailed
inventory of those connected to your home 
network.

HiveFlow.



Multi channel 
notification

Receive notifications in real-time through different 
communication channels such as email, SMS and in-
app notifications. 

Timeliness is everything

New device connected to the 
home network 

Attempt to use blocked apps or 
web categories

Threat detection and blocking 

Network congestion detection

Entry and exit from virtual geo-fences

HiveFlow.



Advanced 
report
Stay up-to-date with 
your family’s activity

Thanks to HiveFlow, you can get an idea of your 
family's digital usage and monitor online activity.

HiveFlow.

Usage time by app category

Details on your children’s browsing history

Location history with details of the individual 
position of each child and the history of 
previously visited places

Network performance reports.



family.hiveflow.io


